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Introducing 32DAO

Formed with the vision of buying 32 Bored Ape Yacht Club NFTs and disrupting the NFT space.



First DAO (Decentralized Autonomous Organization) project to enter the NFT space with its core goal of buying 32 
BAYC NFTs for the community (through our 32DAO Membership Pass event) and build a groundbreaking 
ecosystem. Being a 32DAO Membership holder you will be eligible to have a % of the ownership of 32 Bored Apes 
depending on the amount of Membership Passess you are holding. Each membership pass equals X amount of 
voting power on future proposals and comes with unlimited benefits in the 32DAO ecosystem. This means we each 
get to decide within the ecosystem, and we all benefit from the abundance we create with it.



The team is building innovative tools and services for the community to be able to monitor, analyse and make data 
driven decisions on the Ethereum NFT Ecosystem. The services and tools is the best and fast way for our holders 
to gain possible profits and navigate in the crypto space, and the first of its kind solely build for its community. 
Highly skilled individuals will be leading the educational part of the tools and services, so the community is well 
dressed to take use of it. Our dApp will show each member's portfolio and reflections.  

32DAO will be a groundbreaking history in the books of Web3 and Decentralization by forming a community to raise 
an amount to buy 32 BAYC NFTs. The currently value of a Bored Ape NFT is +80ETH and with our vision we make 
it possible for normies like ourselves in the NFT space to afford being part of the BAYC movement. The 
BAYC movement is a leading one in the NFT space and our community will contribute greatly to it. We love the 
Bored Apes and huge fans of the BAYC movement which is the reason we came across building this project and 
furthermore provide tools and services for the community to be ahead in the space.  

A community governed project created by a bunch of passionated tech- and market oriented human beings, 
strong believers in a decentralized world, where its community share the fruitful benefits.
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32DAO Membership Pass

32DAO 
Membership 

Pass
32 

Bored 
Apes

EagleEye

32Radar

Nano

A 32DAO Membership Pass is the only way for you to own a part of 32 BAYC NFTs and shape the future of the 
project with us. Your Membership Pass will be the key in the 32DAO ecosystem and an all-access membership to 
everything 32DAO. Future tools and services being built by the team will be voted on by our community

Total supply 
12.000

Mint price 
0.3 ETH + gas fees

Max mints pr txn 
50

Launch date 
TBA
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32DAO Ecosystem

32Radar

Nano

EagleEye

The Secret Community Order

Is a NFT tracking platform that allows you to uncover trending NFTs, get live floor price/volume in 
real-time and history on any collection, wallet, or mint. 32Radar will make sure you no longer  
can be late on valuable NFT drops with the possibility of enabling price and mint alerts on NFT 
projects you see potential in. The goal is to improve the platform to support tracking token launches.

With Nano you will be able to snipe any token contract address before it gets shared with the 
community which makes the investment a low-risk high-reward investment. The tool will be 
improved instantly to avoid any measures build against it.

Have you always been interested in being able to snipe NFT launches and take the shortcut? Well, 
this is where it all begins. EagleEye allows you to mint high valuable NFTs fast and avoid failed 
transactions. With a combination of 32Radar and EagleEye you will be dressed as best as possible in 
the NFT space.
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Bored Apes

The BAYC NFT project has grown massively last year since its launch on April 23rd, 2021. 35+ celebrities, venture 
capitals, and more have purchased one or multiple BAYC NFT(s). Among them we find Taylor Gerring (Ethereum Co-
founder), Deepak Thapliyal (Chain CEO), Eminem, Snoop Dogg, David Chappelle, Marshmellow, Lil Baby, Steve Aoki 
and more. Our vision is to let our holders be able to own a part of these blue chip NFTs and be part of the BAYC 
movement along with with innovative tools and services bringing value for our community.Purchasing the 32 Bored 
Apes with the community places 32DAO near top 10 holders of BAYC NFTs amongst great individuals.
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twitter.com/32Dao

Team
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JamieByte 
Founder

Benjamin 
Web dev

Cozy 
Graphic Designer

SaitamaSavage 
Marketer

ThorOdinson 
Head CM

CryptoKenny 
Listings

Zombra 
Public Relations

Zarkates 
Meme Guru

BenniBlack 
Graphic Designer

WizardOfSoho 
Marketer

The Goat 
Public Relations


